


From: Goddard, Michael 

Sent: 24 January 2019 11:48

To: Pantry-Melsom, Kieran <Kieran.Pantry-Melsom@croydon.gov.uk>

Cc: Derby, James <James.Derby@croydon.gov.uk> 

Subject: FW: Licensing Committee Hearing - Dingwall Road

I made representation to you in two forms on the above , being first as Director 
and subsequently as .

As  Director  I note that I was at that time primarily concerned by the visual
aspect of the trading offer,  and to cut a long story short their trading aesthetics are considerably
improved , albeit I still question why they removed a perfectly serviceable kiosk to be replaced by
a horse box . No matter how much they dress up the latter however , it remains a poor
introduction to the town`s retail offer at this station exit , in contract to Boxpark at it`s Southern
exit point.

  I raised a more fundamental issue as to why the
Council is contemplating the designation application in any form  when the High Street is
currently in considerable financial flux  ( see the attached recent press cuttings),  and every
beverage sold at this location compounds the latter for it`s near neighbours , not least Boxpark in
which the Council has made a considerable investment. The trader on this site pays a minimal
rent and no rates, so their contribution to the economic sustainability of the town centre is
negligible,  and shouldn`t in my view be encouraged at this stage.

I had a very informative meeting with  and from the latter it is my
understanding that there is no retail hierarchy framework against which the licensing committee
can objectively benchmark this form of retail application. Whilst I have no intrinsic objection to
designation applications , their value alters if they are accompanying existing retail locations i.e  a
seating area in front of an existing restaurant or as an incubator site for a prospective business i.e
street vendor with a limited licence to test the market  before they are expected to upsize to retail
premises. In both of the latter instances the designation is supporting either an existing or
potential new business to add to the town`s retail mix / sustainability.

The existing tenant on this site is merely looking to trade at the lowest possible cost as has been
his practice for some considerable time, and I am at a loss as to why the town should continue to
support this approach when established retailers are having to consider  leaving the town , with a
subsequent reduction in local employment and economic activity.

On the above basis I continue to object  to this application , and by copy of this correspondence I
would ask  if in her services to the , she  can accept  a
request  to work with myself to construct  a methodology  in which future Designation
applications can be assessed within an overall economic framework for the town centre.

Regards
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